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Vision: A More Active Scotland

Physical activity is about getting people moving. Daily walking, playing in a park, going to a gym, training with a team or aspiring to win a gold medal – it really doesn’t matter how people get active. It just matters that we do.

Being physically active contributes to our personal, community and national wellbeing. Our vision is of a Scotland where more people are more active, more often.
What are the trends?

Travel to work trends, 1966 - 2011

Usual mode of travel to work in Scotland, 1966-2011

Source: Census
Out of 100 commuters...

- 24 walked to work in 1966, but only 11 walked in 2011
- 21 travelled by car in 1966, by 2011 this had risen to 69
- 43 took the bus in 1966; in 2011 only 11 travelled by bus
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Trends in walking to work or study, by local authority, 2001 - 2011
Trends in cycling to work or study by local authority, 2001 - 2011

Edinburgh

Proportion of commutes to work or study by mode of transport, Edinburgh
Source: Censuses 2001 & 2011
A European comparison of walking and cycling

Walking and Cycling in selected Scottish and European Cities
Source: Civilising the Streets, Transform Scotland, 2010

Safety is an issue
Despite reductions in casualties, child pedestrian casualty rates remain 2.5 times higher than for adults.
Adult cyclist casualty trends by city

Rate of adult (age 16+) cyclist casualties per 100,000 population in selected Scottish cities, 1999/2003 - 2009/2013
Source: Transport Scotland, Stats19 data

Adult cyclist casualty trends by deprivation

Rate of adult (age 16+) cyclist casualties per 100,000 population in Scotland, by 2012
Source: Transport Scotland, Stats19 data

Adult cyclist casualties highest in least deprived areas
Child pedestrian casualty trends by deprivation

Rate of child (age 5-15) pedestrian casualties per 100,000 population in Scotland, by 2012 Scottish SIMD quintiles, 1999/2003 - 2009/2013

Source: Transport Scotland, STATS19 data

Child pedestrian casualties 3 times higher in most deprived areas

How do we encourage more people to walk and cycle safely?
Safe well-designed infrastructure
Q4 What is your reason for journey today?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Cyclist (n=111)</th>
<th>Pedestrian (n=48)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel to/ from work</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping and personal business</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out for a walk/ cycle for recreation</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit friends/family or other social activities</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel to/ from school or other place of study</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business journey</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Impact of Connect 2 on travel patterns

Q12 Since the opening of the Connect2 route, which of the following statements, if any, best describes the change in your travel pattern?

- I now use the Connect2 route to walk/cycle whereas before I used a different route to… 45%
- I now walk/cycle along the Connect2 route whereas before I used to use a different method 23%
- I now use the Connect2 route to walk/cycle more frequently than I did previously 22%
- I am not using the route as part of a regular journey 13%
- My route has not changed at all 6%
- My travel pattern has changed in some other way 5%

Views on design and quality of route

- Overall appearance of route was positive.
  - 95% of survey respondents were satisfied.

- Positive aspects of the design of the route included:
  - Small kerb to physically separate the route from traffic.
  - Bollards to alert to the shared-use of the route.
  - Cycle friendly with few drains or guttering.

  – “The kerb bit is a major plus. It stops the cars coming at you.”
  (Cyclist, male, commuting, Kelvingrove section)
Perceptions of safety

- Strong view that route had improved feelings of safety for cyclists and pedestrians.
  - Physical separation from traffic seen as a positive.
  - Pedestrians report feeling safe on shared use aspects of route – especially the bridge at Anderston.
  - “There is plenty of room for everyone.”

(Cyclist, male, commuting, Anderston section)
Benefit of the route

• Benefits reported in focus groups included:
  – Less stressful, more pleasant journeys.
  – Practical benefits such as more direct and faster journeys.
  – Improved health from increased walking and cycling.
  – Safer journeys making cyclists more confident to travel.
  – “Today I went from the east end to Byres road. It was no bother, but with the car it would’ve been a nightmare. I saved time and my health is a lot better.” (Cyclist, male, leisure, all sections of the route)
Value of route

Safety was valued more highly than journey time – some chose to make a longer journey to take advantage of the route as it was perceived as safer.

– “My route is now shorter, but even if it was longer, I would still use the (K-A) route.”
  (Cyclist, male, commuting, all sections of the route)

– “Even though its a longer walk – I’d still do it because it’s safer.”
  (Pedestrian, female, leisure, Anderston section)
Changes in mode of transport

- Others changed from driving to cycling – cheaper and less stressful commute.
  - “I drove to work in town from the west end and spent £10 a day on parking – my commute is now free.” (Cyclist, male, commuting, Kelvingrove section)

- Pedestrians reported feeling encouraged to use route – walking at lunchtime in the city for example, or walking home after a night out.

- Route was used by many as part of a wider journey – with people travelling into Glasgow from surrounding areas.

Kelvingrove-Anderston study

- The research highlighted the benefits of a new safe cycling and walking route.
  - It is perceived by users to be safer than other on-road alternatives.
  - It has encouraged modal shifts to more active and sustainable modes of travel.
  - Other benefits such as quicker and cheaper journeys.
  - There is support for further development of this type of safe infrastructure in other parts of Glasgow.
Good infrastructure
..and more of it

301.2 km of potential cycle routes across Glasgow

- Bus Corridor: 83.4 km
- On road/low Traffic: 40.4 km
- On road Demarcation/Shared: 20.6 km
- Shared Surface: 83.0 km
- Off Road Park Route/Leisure: 70.5 km
- Segregated: 3.3 km

Gothenburg, a similarly sized Swedish city, has 770km of cycle paths (470km of which are segregated) and 7,400 spaces for cycle parking in the city centre.

Area speed restrictions

20mph speed limit for Edinburgh passed by councillors

Councilors have passed plans for more than 80% of Edinburgh’s roads, including the whole of the city centre, to have a 20mph speed limit.
Culture change

Better relationships
Learning from elsewhere

The SFMTA is launching a new pilot program that will install three-bike capacity racks on select Muni routes.
Health and economic impact of cycling in Netherlands

A recent study estimated that cycling prevents about 6500 deaths each year in the country, that Dutch people live for half a year longer because of cycling and that the health benefits correspond to more than 3% of the Dutch gross domestic product.

But how does these health benefits compare to other measures?

- The 6500 deaths that are prevented in the Netherlands annually as a result of cycling is an impressive figure when compared with the population health effects of other preventive measures. Another study (Machenbach et al) showed that the 22 new preventive interventions introduced in the Netherlands between 1970 and 2010, such as tobacco control, cancer screening and road safety measures, altogether prevent about 16,000 deaths per year.

And how do the costs of investment in cycling compare to the benefits?

- Compared with the capital investments by all levels of Dutch government in road and parking infrastructure for cycling of almost €0.5 billion per year over the last decades, the annual benefits of €19 billion are much higher than the annual costs.

Does cycling have potential benefits across the whole population?

- The Dutch study is limited to adults. There were estimated health benefits across all age groups from 20 – 90 year olds with the greatest increases in life expectancy were among people aged 65 or over. In large part, this was because levels of cycling rise with age in the Netherlands, reaching a peak among people aged 65 to 69 years before reducing significantly above 80.

Alongside…

- Proper maintenance and repair of infrastructure
- Ensuring that pavements and dedicated paths/routes are gritted and kept useable
- Improving the awareness and skills of all road users
  - Cycle proficiency courses, such as Bikeability Scotland
  - Some, but by no means all bus companies provide driver training that aims to increase awareness of cyclists, pedestrians and other vulnerable road users.
- Culture and behaviour change media campaigns
To increase levels of active travel and to address real and perceived safety concerns:...

We need multiple concurrent approaches:
- investment in safe, well-designed and integrated infrastructure
- area speed restrictions
- better road maintenance
- training programmes for cyclists, bus drivers and other road users and culture change
- adoption of neighbourhood design approaches which enable safe walking, cycling and play, which will help create safer and more sustainable community environments.

In a generally favourable policy context, the challenge is to increase investment in active travel sufficiently to enable significant modal shifts towards walking and cycling to be achieved.

Increases in everyday walking and cycling will boost levels of physical activity leading to better physical and mental health, help improve air quality, contribute to reduced carbon emissions and will benefit local economies.

“.... The solid facts are that walking and cycling benefit health while motor vehicles damage health. Walking and cycling need to be prioritised in transport planning; compact cities that minimise vehicle journeys need to be prioritised in economic and land-use planning; public transport must be significantly improved, while car travel is reduced; and leadership is needed from politicians, industry and ‘civil society.’”

Social Determinants of Health, 1999
We are rich in policies & strategies... but not good at doing.

Transport infrastructure & plans

Active travel

Let's implement them!

Can we change the priority...

Everything seems to revolve around 'the car'.

This space should be about human demands.

We should all share this space.